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The Psychological Burden of Price Control 

"There's no such thing as a free lunch", said Milton Friedman, famous economist from the 

1960s and passionate advocate of monetarist policy. In its more literal sense, a common 

example that portrays this concept is that of traditional saloons in the United States which 

would offer a free lunch with every beer, only to lure customers into buying more beer than 

they initially might have due to the high-salinity contents of the foods offered. Not unlike a 

large portion of restaurants and diners in today’s business scenarios, taking advantage of the 

consumers with higher prices for drinks made up for a substantial part of the potential 

revenue lost from food.  

In theory, this concept outlined by Friedman comes into direct play with the Price of Free, 

defined as “only seeing the benefits and not the costs of things that are free” by behavioural 

economist and lecturer at Duke University, Dan Ariely. [1] While this certain behavioural 

aspect can yield extraordinary benefits to a business when used and marketed effectively, it 

does also have its downsides. The more troublesome aspect of the price of free comes into 

play in more specific segments of markets and industries among consumer goods, namely 

within that of virtual goods. The spread of this scale, although relatively concentrated, is 

problematic due to the ever-growing demand in the area, especially as a result of recent 

technological progress which has fuelled a steep increase in the use of e-commerce. Most 

notably, the App Store, which operates on devices manufactured by Apple Inc., is a segment 

of the market that is affected as such in a negative way. 

Why exactly is the behaviour problematic? In a particular experiment conducted by Dan 

Ariely, involving a chocolate truffle and a low-quality chocolate, it is apparent that by simply 

moving the latter’s cost to the customer from an already low price to a price of absolute 

zero, the good in question suddenly becomes incomparably attractive to the consumer. [2] 

Regardless of actual qualitative attributes and value, the power behind the psychological 

effects of the Price of Free is enough to influence many individuals’ decisions. As such, 

supply-side benefits in the form of profits can be achieved by manipulating variables such as 

the costs of products in relation to the costs of shipping, such as offering a book for free 

whilst simultaneously raising shipping costs substantially. This technique may be used to 
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cover costs for the loss of products’ sales revenue whilst making the product more desirable 

in the eyes of potential customers, a technique which is similar to that of a loss leader in 

management theory. [3] 

Through further reference to his experiments and relevant evaluations, Dan Ariely develops 

the ways in which this can be used to the advantage of society, wherein rendering merit 

goods and services such as unpleasant medical procedures free could incentivize their 

consumption and benefit long-term social wellbeing. Coming back to the question at hand, 

in the case of the App Store, the Price of Free is problematic because of customers’ tendency 

to feel satisfaction from receiving the value they want without incurring any personal costs. 

Generally, when they can, people will tend to download versions marked as “FREE” rather 

than purchasing the full versions of the same applications for a relatively small extra cost. 

Due to the non-physical nature of these apps, customers may feel like upgrading to a 

premium version does not make up for the Pain of Paying that is incurred, due to the sense 

of guilt associated with having spent money on a virtual good. [4] From the perspective of the 

developers and businesses that run these apps, this means less paying customers and hence 

less sales revenue. 

Although some may argue that the free versions of such virtual goods act as a gateway to 

purchasing the real ones, such as Milton Friedman expressed with his words, the potential 

losses due to the psychological power of the Price of Free should be considered. A solution 

to fix this, based on the collective theory from research done by Dan Ariely could be to 

implement a “name your price” system for apps that have reached a certain stage of 

maturity in their product life cycle. [5] This extension initiative, which is very fit for the 

purpose of virtual goods, may be effective in mitigating the problematic behaviour for two 

reasons. First of all, customers will see this freedom of choice as being equivalent to a price 

of zero, hence making the good immensely more attractive than its competition. Secondly, 

the sense of control and independence that they feel may pull them even further into 

considering the product, an essential component of AIDA in marketing theory. [6]  

How does all this help with increasing sales revenue? Well, this comes into play with a new 

term that I have coined as the Psychological Burden of Price Control - as consumers are 
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entrusted with control over the amount of money they have to pay, a considerable factor of 

guilt is added into the equation. Not paying anything may make them feel as if they are 

cheating the suppliers and causing them an undeserved loss; in this case, the hard-working 

application developers. To boost this sense of burden even further, businesses could include 

further incentives such as exclusive rewards that are unlocked when the price paid reaches a 

certain milestone, or even donations of a certain percentage of the revenue to a charity. The 

latter would incentivize the customer to pay more in order to feel a sense of benevolence, 

whereas the former would make them eager to pay that small extra amount and receive 

something that is exclusive to the offer. 
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